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TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS AND A
TAXPAYERS’ OMBUDSMAN

The Honourable Carol Skelton, Minister of National Revenue, joined

Hot News Itemsby the Honourable Jim Flaherty, Minister of Finance and Regional Minister
N.S. Considersfor the Greater Toronto area, recently announced the creation of a Tax-
Enhanced

payer Bill of Rights and a Taxpayers’ Ombudsman, to ensure the Canada Compassionate Care
Revenue Agency (CRA) is more accountable to Canadians. Leave . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Need To Know‘‘All taxpayers will be better served by these new initiatives that will
CRA Changing Paymentenhance the services delivered to Canadians by the CRA’’, said Minister
Counter Policy . . . . . . . . . 4

Skelton. ‘‘We want taxpayers to know they have rights and that we at the
Alta. Extends

CRA take these rights seriously. By introducing a Taxpayer Bill of Rights, we Employment Leave/Job
Security in Event ofare ensuring that taxpayers are served with a higher standard of service,
Pandemic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

and if that fails, they have a Taxpayers’ Ombudsman to turn to.’’
Minimum Wage
Increases: Alta. and

‘‘When it comes to taxes, this government not only believes in strong Ont. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
accountability, but fairness’’, said Minister Flaherty. ‘‘We have introduced

Recent Cases/Rulingsthe Tax Fairness Plan and the Anti-Tax Haven Initiative. Our next important
Director Personallystep is introducing a Taxpayer Bill of Rights and a Taxpayers’ Ombudsman,
Liable for Portion of

which will ensure fair treatment of all taxpayers by the CRA.’’ Constructive Dismissal
Award . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

Market Value of FreeTaxpayer Bill of Rights 
Parking Passes
‘‘Employment Benefit’’ 6

The CRA operates on the fundamental belief that taxpayers are more
Withholding — Salary

likely to comply with the law if they have the information and other Continuation Payments
to Non-Resident;services that they need to meet their obligations. These obligations may
Trustee Fees . . . . . . . . . . . 7include paying taxes or providing information.
Automobile
Allowances — Minimum

The CRA also wants to make sure that taxpayers receive all of their Daily Amount . . . . . . . . . . 8
entitlements and that they understand and can exercise their rights. Overtime Meal
These rights are described and defined in the Taxpayer Bill of Rights. Allowance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
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operate were some of the catalysts behind these new
expanded and enhanced taxpayer rights.The Taxpayer Bill of Rights describes and defines

15 rights, which are a combination of statutory and service
The Taxpayer Bill of Rights includes 15 rights, plusrights. Statutory rights are codified in the legislation we

five new commitments for small businesses. Taxpayersadminister and a legislated right to redress generally
now have the right to:accompanies them. Examples of statutory rights you have

include: the right to receive entitlements and to pay no
● Receive entitlements and to pay no more and no less

more and no less than what is required by law; the right to
than what is required by law.

service in both official languages; the right to privacy and
confidentiality; and the right to a formal review and a sub-

● Service in both official languages.
sequent appeal.

● Privacy and confidentiality.
Service rights, on the other hand, govern the CRA’s

● A formal review and a subsequent appeal.relationship with you. Service rights afforded to taxpayers
by the CRA include the right to be treated professionally,

● Be treated professionally, courteously, and fairly.courteously, and fairly; and the right to complete, accurate,
clear, and timely information. They represent a pledge from

● Complete, accurate, clear, and timely information.
the CRA to service quality. Service rights are enforceable
through administrative redress mechanisms, such as the

● As an individual, not to pay income tax amounts in dis-
CRA — Service Complaints initiative and, if required, through pute before you have had an impartial review.
the Taxpayers’ Ombudsman.

● Have the law applied consistently.
Taxpayer rights have been evolving since 1985 when

● Lodge a service complaint and to be provided with anPerrin Beatty, the National Revenue Minister at the time,
explanation of our findings.introduced a publication titled ‘‘Declaration of Taxpayer

Rights’’. Several factors such as new tax laws and the
● Have the costs of compliance taken into account whenchanging environment in which businesses and taxpayers

administering tax legislation.

● Expect us to be accountable.
PAYSOURCE

Published monthly as the newsletter complement to PAYSOURCE,
● Relief from penalties and interest under tax legislation

by CCH Canadian Limited. For subscription information, see your
because of extraordinary circumstances.CCH Account Manager or call 1-800-268-4522 or (416) 224-2248

(Toronto).

● Expect us to publish our service standards and reportFor CCH Canadian Limited
RICHARD BROWNE, Editor annually.

(416) 224-2224, ext. 6441
e-mail: Richard.Browne@wolterskluwer.com

● Expect us to warn you about questionable tax schemes
CHERYL FINCH, B.A., LL.B., Director of Editorial

in a timely manner.Legal and Business Markets
(416) 228-6128

e-mail: Cheryl.Finch@wolterskluwer.com
● Be represented by a person of your choice.

JIM ITSOU, B.Com., Marketing Manager
(416) 228-6158

e-mail: Jim.Itsou@wolterskluwer.com

Editorial Board Commitment to Small Businesses 
THEO ANNE OPIE, LL.B.,

Member, Canadian Payroll Association’s
In addition to the 15 rights that apply to all taxpayers,Federal Government Relations Advisory Council

e-mail: Teddy.Opie@wolterskluwer.com the Taxpayer Bill of Rights also has a five-part Commitment
to Small Business. The five commitments made to small

PUBLICATIONS MAIL AGREEMENT NO. 40064546
businesses acknowledge the importance of small businessRETURN UNDELIVERABLE CANADIAN ADDRESSES TO

CIRCULATION DEPT. as the engine of growth in the Canadian economy. These330–123 MAIN ST
TORONTO ON M5W 1A1 commitments also complement the government’s pledge
email circdept@publisher.com

to create a competitive, dynamic, business environment in
which Canadian businesses will thrive. They recognize the© 2007, CCH Canadian Limited

90 Sheppard Ave. East, Suite 300 role the CRA can play in minimizing the compliance
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6X1

burden, specifically the amount of paperwork involved in
complying with the tax system.
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The CRA’s commitment to small businesses, includes be treated fairly and with respect. The Ombudsman is
being committed to: expected to be operational by fall 2007, and will operate

independently and at arm’s length from the CRA. Taxpayers
● Administering the tax system in a way that minimizes the who are unsatisfied with the action or response from the

costs of compliance for small businesses. CRA may request the Taxpayers’ Ombudsman to undertake
an independent review.

● Working with all governments to streamline service, min-
imize cost, and reduce the compliance burden.

● Providing service offerings that meet the needs of small Taxpayers’ Ombudsman Responsibilities
businesses. Include: 

● Conducting outreach activities that help small businesses ● Considering whether or not CRA officials have properly
comply with the legislation we administer. handled a service complaint in cases where taxpayers

feel they have not been treated fairly or appropriately;
● Explaining how we conduct our business with small busi-

nesses. ● Providing advice to the Minister of National Revenue
about service-related matters in the CRA (including sub-
mitting an annual report to the Minister, which will be
tabled in Parliament);Accountability 

● Identifying and reviewing systemic and emergingFor the Taxpayer Bill of Rights to be effective, taxpayers
service-related issues that have a negative impact onmust be assured that the rights described in it will be
taxpayers;upheld by the CRA. Rights that are legislated under

Canada’s tax laws have avenues of redress built into the
● Facilitate taxpayers’ access to assistance within the CRA;legislation. For example, if you disagree with the amount of

andtax on your assessment, you have the right to file a formal
appeal to the Tax Court of Canada.

● Providing information to taxpayers about the complaint
resolution mechanisms within the CRA.However, good service cannot be legislated. The CRA

also wants to ensure that taxpayers have access to recourse
if they feel their service rights have not been upheld. In
2007, the CRA will be implementing two new initiatives to Limitations 
ensure that taxpayers have avenues of redress for
service-related complaints. The Taxpayers’ Ombudsman will not review a com-

plaint until all of the CRA’s other complaint resolution
mechanisms have been exhausted. In addition, the Tax-
payers’ Ombudsman:CRA — Service Complaints 

● will not have the authority to review complaints relatingThe CRA is implementing a new complaint resolution
to tax policy or program legislation;process called ‘‘CRA — Service Complaints’’, which is

designed to complement the CRA’s appeals and problem
● will not have the authority to review any decision of,resolution programs. Taxpayers will first be encouraged to

proceeding in, or matter before, a court;use existing channels to resolve any service issues. If they
are still unsatisfied, taxpayers can file a complaint with the

● will not be provided with any directive powers, but will
CRA — Service Complaints. The CRA will report on the have the traditional authority to conduct reviews and
service complaints initiative in its Annual Report to Parlia- make recommendations; and
ment, thus holding itself accountable to Parliament and to
all Canadians.

● will not have the authority to discipline any person for
their actions.

In addition to introducing these two new measures,Taxpayers’ Ombudsman 
the CRA will now track the types and number of complaints

The position of the Taxpayers’ Ombudsman is also received through a new service complaints process, and
being created to enhance accountability and service to the will increase awareness among Canadians on how to com-
public, and provide taxpayers with assurance that they will plain to the CRA.
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The full text of the Taxpayers Bill of Rights will be incor- Any regulatory changes regarding compassionate care
porated into the Budgets and New Developments section leave will be made after considering the outcome of the
of PAYSOURCE with the next Report. consultations.

A discussion paper titled ‘‘Enhancing Compassionate
Care Leave’’ is available on the Department of EnvironmentHot News Items
and Labour’s Web site at www.gov.ns.ca/enla.

Nova Scotia Seeks Input on Expanding
People are encouraged to comment on the proposedDefinition of Family Member for

labour standards amendment before August 7, by visitingCompassionate Care Leave the department’s Web site. Comments may also be made
by calling the Labour Standards Division of the DepartmentThe province would like to hear from Nova Scotians on
of Environment and Labour at 1-888-315-0110, faxing aa proposal to make compassionate care leave accessible
letter to 902-424-0648, e-mailing labrstd@gov.ns.ca, or byto more people.
writing to Labour Standards Division, Department of Envi-
ronment and Labour, P.O. Box 697, Halifax, N.S., B3J 2T8.Compassionate care leave provides up to eight weeks

of unpaid leave for an employee to care for a family
member who is gravely ill and at risk of death. In
2004-2005, about 180 people were granted this leave
under the current regulations. About 485,100 people are Need To Know
employed in the province today.

Canada Revenue Agency ChangingDuring this time away from work, the employee’s job
Payment Counter Policy is protected and the employee is eligible to apply for the

federal Employment Insurance Compassionate Care Ben-
Effective August 13, 2007, the Canada Revenue Agencyefit.

(CRA) will no longer accept in-person cash payments at
The Department of Environment and Labour is consid- CRA payment counters across Canada. Canadians can con-

ering amending the provincial Labour Standards Code Reg- tinue to make payments at CRA payment counters by
ulations to harmonize with changes to the federal Employ- cheque, money order or debit card. Payments in cash can
ment Insurance Compassionate Care Benefit. be made free of charge at financial institutions across

Canada.
In June 2006, the federal government expanded the

definition of family member as it applies to the compas- In response to the decreasing volumes of cash pay-
sionate care leave benefit program. That made more ments, the CRA commenced piloting a no currency policy
workers eligible for Employment Insurance benefits so they in Tax Services Offices in Kelowna (BC), Penticton (BC),
could provide compassionate care. Toronto Centre (ON), Brandon (MB), and Trois-Rivières

(QC). For the duration of the pilot, over 57,000 payments
Under the expanded federal definition, employees can

were received at the offices with only four instances of
now claim benefits to care for a sibling, grandparent,

taxpayers making payments in cash. Given the positive
grandchild, in-law, aunt, uncle, niece, nephew, foster

results of the pilot project, the CRA will implement the no
parent, ward, guardian, or a gravely ill person who con-

currency policy in all of its payment counters.
siders the employee to be like a family member. The
expanded definition is becoming the national standard.

Between January and June of this year, the CRA
received over 18.3 million payments. The majority of pay-The province’s proposed labour standards changes
ments were made through financial institutions or bywould make the provincial definition of family member —
cheque. Cash payments continued to make up a smallfor the purposes of compassionate care leave — consistent
portion of total payments during this period, with only 0.3%with the federal Employment Insurance definition. This
of all payments made in cash.would ensure that all employees who qualify for the ben-

efit have access to a protected unpaid leave of absence
The no currency policy will improve payment effi-from work.

ciency by directing Canadians to existing electronic
Spouses and common-law partners, children and banking channels that have proven themselves to be effi-

step-children, and parents and parents-in-law have always cient and reliable. It will also improve safety and reduce risk
been covered. for employees and the public at CRA offices.
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Canadians have many options to make a payment to accessible to people who believe they have been wrongly
the CRA: in person at financial institutions, using telephone suspended, terminated, or laid off as a result of their com-
and Internet banking services, by preauthorized debit, pliance with an order or certificate issued under the Public
sending payments by mail to CRA Tax Centres, or by Health Act during a public health emergency.
cheque, money order, or debit card at a CRA payment

Government Organization Act: An amendment willcounter.
enable the Minister of Health and Wellness to authorize
individuals or groups of individuals to perform restricted
activities (e.g., immunization injections), whether registeredAlberta Extends Employment Leave and Job
with a college or not. During a public health emergency,Security in Event of Pandemic 
health resources will likely be strained and skilled people
may be called upon to work outside their normal scope ofBill 14, Pandemic Response Statutes Amendment Act,
practice.2007, amended four pieces of legislation to ensure the

government is able to respond effectively to an influenza
The Bill, (now S.A. 2007, c. 23), received first reading

pandemic.
March 12, 2007, second reading April 5, 2007, third reading
June 14, 2007, and Royal Assent June 19, 2007 (after the‘‘This government is working to reduce the risk to
Legislative Assembly had adjourned). The employmentAlbertans during a pandemic’’, said Dave Hancock, Minister
standards amendments have been incorporated into theof Health and Wellness. ‘‘The proposed amendments pro-
Employment Standards section of PAYSOURCE at ¶5922.vide us with the necessary authority to respond to a public

health emergency in a timely and efficient manner.’’

Alberta Minimum Wage Increase ReminderAmendments have been made to the following Acts:

Alberta’s minimum wage will increase from $7 toDisaster Services Act: The amendments will enable the
$8 per hour on September 1, 2007, to reflect the latestgovernment to declare a state of emergency due to pan-
economic indicators.demic that will last up to 90 days instead of the 14-day

declaration that was previously provided for. The declara-
The new minimum wage rates are located in thetion will lapse after 90 days unless it is continued by a

Employment Standards section of PAYSOURCE at ¶5505 and
resolution of the Legislative Assembly.

¶5522.

Public Health Act: Amendments will enable the gov-
ernment to declare a public health emergency due to pan-

Ontario Releases New Minimum Wagedemic that will last up to 90 days instead of the 30-day
Rates declaration which is currently provided for. The declaration

will lapse after 90 days unless it is continued by a resolution
As part of the 2007 Ontario Budget of March 22, 2007,of the Legislative Assembly. Amendments will allow the

the government proposed to increase the hourly min-Minister responsible for an enactment, or, in their absence,
imum wage to $10.25 by 2010, with three annual increases

the Minister of Health, to suspend or modify the applica-
of 75 cents starting on March 31, 2008.

tion of legislation by Ministerial Order in order to facilitate
effective pandemic preparation or response. Other Amendments to Regulation 285/01 of the Employ-
amendments will improve enforcement mechanisms by ment Standards Act, 2000 to implement the increases to
allowing a medical officer of health quick access to the the general minimum wage have come into effect. The
courts to enforce orders (e.g., a Regional Health Authority regulation also increases the minimum wage rates for
requires use of warehouse space to store emergency sup- liquor servers, homeworkers, students, and hunting and
plies and access is denied). An amendment will also ensure fishing guides.
that people who are complying with an order or certificate

Therefore, over the next three years, minimum wagesissued under the Public Health Act during a public health
in Ontario will be the following:emergency cannot be terminated from their employment

just because of their compliance. During a pandemic this
General Minimum Wage:

protection could also be extended to people who are ill
with influenza, as well as to persons caring for sick family

● 8.75 March 31, 2008
members.

● 9.50 March 31, 2009
Employment Standards Code: An amendment will

● 10.25 March 31, 2010ensure that the remedies available under that Act are
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Liquor Servers: wage costs and the profit margin had been shrinking.
Sulkers asked Schwindt to prepare a business plan to rectify

● 7.60 March 31, 2008 the situation, but while Schwindt was developing that plan,
Sulkers was in discussions with another employee about

● 8.25 March 31, 2009 him replacing Schwindt. About a month after that
employee was convinced to take over the position, the

● 8.90 March 31, 2010
store manager and the personnel manager informed
Schwindt that they were not happy with his performance,Homeworkers (110% of general minimum wage):
and they requested he retire. Schwindt was then given a
piece of paper stating that he was submitting his resigna-● 9.63 March 31, 2008
tion immediately, which he signed although he was visibly
upset by this request. A few weeks later, Schwindt received● 10.45 March 31, 2009
a cheque from Sulkers Ltd. in lieu of notice, along with a

● 11.28 March 31, 2010 copy of his record of employment. Schwindt brought a
wrongful dismissal claim.

Students:
The claim was allowed. Schwindt did not voluntarily

● 8.20 March 31, 2008 resign from his employment, but was terminated. He was
upset during the meeting with the managers, and he

● 8.90 March 31, 2009 would not have signed the resignation letter except for the
pressure to do so from his employer. When an employer

● 9.60 March 31, 2010
forces an employee to resign, the resignation is, in essence,
a termination. While the employer claimed that SchwindtHunting and Fishing Guides — working less than five
was terminated because of his failure to develop a properconsecutive hours in a day:
business plan for the automotive department, it was
apparent that this was just a ruse to allow the employer to● 43.75 March 31, 2008
replace Schwindt. Therefore, there was no cause for

● 47.50 March 31, 2009 Schwindt’s dismissal, and he was entitled to reasonable
notice. Schwindt worked for Canadian Tire for 22 years

● 51.25 March 31, 2010 prior to his termination, although he briefly left at an earlier
point and received severance pay because he refused to

Hunting and Fishing Guides — working five or more accept a pay reduction. Following his return, he had
hours in a day, whether consecutive or not: worked for the store for seven years, and the Court deter-

mined that he should be awarded nine months’ pay. In
● 87.50 March 31, 2008

addition, the Court awarded bad faith damages, as there
was no reason for the employer to treat Schwindt the way

● 95.00 March 31, 2009
that it did or to force him to sign a resignation letter. As a
result, an additional two months’ salary was awarded for● 102.50 March 31, 2010
bad faith damages. Sulkers, as director of the corporation,

The new minimum wage rates have been incorpo- was found personally liable for six months’ wages.
rated into the Employment Standards section of PAYSOURCE

Schwindt v. Jann and Neil Sulkers Ltd. and Sulkers,at ¶5505 and ¶5534.
( S a s k a t c h e w a n  C o u r t  o f  Q u e e n ’ s  B e n c h ) ,
2007 CLLC ¶210-024.

Recent Cases and Rulings
Market value of free parking passes was

Director personally liable for portion of ‘‘employment benefit’’ in all but two
constructive dismissal award appeals 

● ● ● Saskatchewan ● ● ● Sulkers Ltd. ran a Canadian The taxpayers were all employees of Telus Communi-
Tire franchise in Saskatchewan, where Schwindt worked as cations Inc. (‘‘Telus’’). In assessing them for 1998, the Min-
the service manager of the automotive department. Sulker ister included in their incomes the fair market value of free
was displeased with Schwindt’s performance as service parking passes that had been issued to them by Telus. On
manager because he had failed to control the mechanics’ their appeals to the Tax Court of Canada, the taxpayers
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argued that providing them with free parking was primarily It is the CRA’s view that the salary continuation pay-
for the benefit of Telus, and they received no personal ments received while the taxpayer was a resident of the
economic advantage or increase in net worth. The Min- U.S. ‘‘are ‘incomes from the duties of offices and employ-
ister’s position was that (a) Telus did not require the tax- ments performed by a non-resident person in Canada for
payers to own vehicles or hold drivers’ licences as a condi- purposes of subparagraph 115(1)(a)(i). . . and are therefore
tion of their employment, and (b) the free parking passes salary, wages or other remuneration’ for purposes of para-
had real monetary value for the taxpayers, since they

graph 153(1)(a)’’. Consequently, it is their view that the Reg-
would have had to pay for parking in a similar facility to the

ulation 104(2) exception to Regulation 102 does not applyone provided by Telus.
and that the payments are subject to withholding.

Two of the appeals were allowed and the remaining
Technical Interpretation, International and Trusts Divi-

14 appeals were dismissed. To be taxable as a ‘‘benefit’’, a
sion, May 10, 2007, Document No. 2007-0228561E5.receipt must confer an economic benefit or increase the

recipient’s net worth. The parking provided by Telus elimi-
nated the taxpayers’ need to pay for parking privileges out
of their own pockets. This was a measurable economic Withholding Source Deductions — Trustee
advantage, which, in 14 of the taxpayers’ cases, accrued Fees 
primarily to them. The Minister’s assessments for these 14
taxpayers were affirmed accordingly. However, in two of

The issue the CRA was asked to comment on involvedthe taxpayers’ cases, Telus was the primary beneficiary of
individuals acting as trustees for a trust, managing thethe free parking passes, since the parking spaces provided
trust’s business and activities. Those individuals could alsoto them reduced Telus’s costs associated with the exten-
be employed by the trust. The individuals met every threesive use of their cars on Telus business. The Minister was
months and provided the following services to the trust:ordered to reassess these two taxpayers to remove the free

parking benefits from their incomes. approval of projected transactions, management of long
term incentive plan, and review of financial statements,

Adler et al., (Tax court of Canada), 2007 DTC 783. management remuneration and corporate governance
procedures. The trustees were paid $20,000 per year plus:
$1,000 for every meeting attended in person, $500 for every
meeting attended by conference call and a reimbursement

Withholding — Salary Continuation of their out-of-pocket expenses. Those fees were not
Payments to Non-Resident received in the course of carrying on a business. The CRA

was asked if the trust would have to withhold tax from the
Under Regulation 104(2): No amount shall be trustee fees and report those fees on a tax form. Relying on

deducted or withheld from a payment in accordance with the section entitled ‘‘Estate executors or liquidators, and
Regulation 102 or 103 in respect of an employee who was administrators’’ on page 6 of the CRA Employer’s Guide
neither employed nor resident in Canada at the time of

(T4001) and paragraph 5 of archived IT-377R, the CRA con-
payment except in respect of

firmed that the trust would have to withhold tax from the
trustee fees and report those fees to each trustee on a

(a) remuneration described in subparagraph
Form T4. The fees received by the trustees would be con-

115(2)(e)(i) of the Act that is paid to a non-resident
sidered income from an office or employment, and would

person who has in the year, or had in any previous
thus be viewed as ‘‘salary or wages’’ as this expression isyear, ceased to be resident in Canada; or
defined under subsection 248(1) of the Act. Therefore, a
withholding of income tax would be required under para-(b) remuneration reasonably attributable to the duties
graph 153(1)(a) of the Act. This would be the case even ifof any office or employment performed or to be
the trustees would not know the exact amount of theirperformed in Canada by the non-resident person.
remuneration for the year to the extent the fees paid
would differ for meetings attended in person and thoseIn a situation the CRA was asked to comment on, the
attended by conference call.taxpayer’s employment in Canada had been terminated

and the taxpayer and former employer entered into a sep-
Technical Interpretation, Reorganizations andaration agreement that provided for the continuation of

Resources Division, May 24, 2007, Document No.the taxpayer’s salary for two years. After entering into the
2006-0209081E5.agreement, the taxpayer moved to the U.S.
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Technical Interpretation, Business and PartnershipsAutomobile Allowances — Minimum Daily
Division, May 7, 2007, Document No. 2007-0228521I7.Amount 

The issue the CRA was asked to consider involved
Quebec public servants receiving an automobile allowance Overtime Meal Allowance 
in the course of their employment. Under the guidelines of
the program, those employees received either an allow- A reasonable overtime meal allowance or reimburse-
ance strictly based on the number of kilometres driven or a ment of expenses for meals where an employee works
minimum daily amount if the per kilometre allowance for a overtime is not considered a taxable benefit where:
day was less than this minimum amount. Employees not
travelling would not be entitled to that minimum amount

● the employee works three or more hours of overtime
and under no circumstances could travelling employees right after his or her scheduled hours of work;
receive both the minimum amount and the per kilometre
allowance, or two daily allowances. The CRA was asked if ● the overtime is infrequent and occasional in nature (less
the allowance would be considered a mixed and than three times a week); and
non-reasonable allowance under subparagraph 6(1)(b)(x)
of the Act which would not be exempted under subpara- ● in the case of an allowance, the employee in fact
graph 6(1)(b)(vii.1). purchases a meal during or immediately following the

overtime period.
The CRA considered that the allowance would prob-

ably not be taxable if the minimum daily amount was Where an employee works less than three hours of
nominal in respect of the actual use of their automobile overtime, there is a taxable benefit with respect to the
and compensated them for expenses incurred for the use allowance and any applicable GST/HST. Also, it is the CRA’s
of their vehicle in the course of carrying on their duties. In view that where an allowance is paid for overtime that
this case, although the question of whether an amount is occurs more than twice a week, it begins to take on the
nominal or not is a question of fact, the CRA appears to characteristics of additional remuneration. ‘‘However,
indicate that it was nominal and that the allowance was ‘unique one-time events’ that may cause an employee
not taxable. The fact that the program provided a min- who normally does not have frequent allowances to have
imum daily amount for each day of use of the automobile several occurrences in a week, do not taint other
did not mean that the allowance was not solely based on non-taxable allowances that may have been paid prior or
the number of kilometres driven by the employees in the subsequent to that occurrence.’’
course of performing their duties. The CRA confirmed that

Technical Interpretation, Business and PartnershipsTechnical Interpretations Nos. 2001-008249 and
Division, May 15, 2007, Document No. 2006-0215801E5.2003-003322 dealing with this issue were still valid.


